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JOSEPH HUNTER DICKINSON, OF LARCHMONT, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR TO THE 
AEOLIAN COMPANY, A CORPORATION OF CONNECTICUT. 

AUTOMATIC ViOSICAL INSTRUMENT. 

Application filed November 5, 1918. Serial No. 261,239. 

To all ilion, it may concern; - 
Be it known that I, JosE4-H. It INTER 

DICKNSON, a citizen of the United States, 
residing at Larchmont, New York, h; ye 
inventer certain evy and useful in!'o','e- 
neits; ii) ..to; a'ic Musical stri: ; ; ; 

{}f which the following is a specification. 
This in vention depends upon the discov 

ery that the average uninusical person play 
ig an automatic piano can 'eadily give a 
leasing musical interpretation of the soli) 

notes of the music-roll (1) by listening to 
the dyin: nics musical expressio: given aii 
tomatically or by a skilled performer to the 
hai'inhony or :) ccompaniment notes.--and (2) 
by hi}}Seif sypathetically olerating. as ille 
listeins, the means which controls the ly 
saics of the solo notes. The invention re 
sides is the combination of means by which 
the above discovery can be "actically liti 
ized in a Working instrument. 
The drawings show diagrariatically in 

Figs. and 2 two of the possible embodi 
i.ents my invention is adapted to take. Fig. 
showing the preferred embodiment. The 

drawings show the parts spread out dia 
grailmatically with only the operative coll 
nections between them indicated. }; it it will 
be understood that in practice they will or'- 
dinarily be compactly embodied in an op 
erative rainer in the piano. Also, no at 
tempt has been Bade to show the parts in 
their relative size or correct proportions. 
Fig. 3 is a horizontal section partly in plan 
on the line 3-3 in Fig. 2 looking in the 
direction of the arrows, but the valve is 
shown partly open instead of closed as in 
Fig. 2. 

1 designates the music-sheet of the auto 
matic piano. 2 the usual tracker-bar sup 
posed to have the usual note-playing ducts, 
3 the automatic player action supposed to 
comprise the usual pouches operatively re 
lated to the ducts of the tracker-bar, valves, 
striker-pneumatics and other parts well 
known in this art. Also, 4 is the usual pair 
of foot-pedals for operating the usual pair 
of pumpers 5-5 for exhausting the usual 
reservoir 6. 
7 is a regulating or expression bellows 

operatively connected between the auto 
matic player action 3 and the reservoir 6 to 
control the degree of air-tension in said ac 
tion and the dynamics with which the ac 

companiment notes are struck. The dia 
gram shows a well known type of said bel 
lows wherein 7 is a box having sides and a 
top with a port through it at 7 but having 
no bottom. S is an internal port controlled 
by the knife-valve 9 inside the box 7". This 
port 8 is the mouth of a pipe or coupling 
which projects inwardly through the rear 
side of the box and at its other end is con 
nected by tubing 10 with the reservoir 6. 
11 is a rock-shaft projecting through a suit 
able bearing-opening in the front side of 
the box. Within the box it has a rigid 
crank-arm 12 pivotally connected to the 
heel of the valve 9. Oritside the box it has 
a rigid crank-arm 13. 14 is a rod pivotally 
connecting said crank-arm 13 with the top 
board of the so-called accordion bellows 15, 
consisting of a plurality of separate bellows 
a, b, c, d, secured together in a stack. One on 
top of another, the bottom-board of the 
stack being secured to a fixed support, said 
separate bellows having different extents of 
collapse. Tubing 16 and valve-boxes 17 op 
eratively connect in well-known manner the 
tracker-ducts 2', 2', 2', and 2 respectively 
with the separate compartinents. (, b, c and 
d of the accordion bellows. The tension 
spiral spring 18 keeps the accordion bellows 
normally expanded as shown. It will be 
understood that whenever music-sheet per 
forations 25 register with one or more of 
the tracker-ducts 2 to 2, the corresponding 
valves 7 are operated to cause the exhaust 
and collapse of the corresponding compart 
ments a to d of the accordion bellows. 
22 is a link connecting the toe of the 

knife-valve 9 with the movable-board 7 of 
the regulating-bellows. 23 is the usual reg 
ulating or expression bellows spring con 
necting the movable board 7 with a station 
ary part 24, said spring as usual being an 
adjustable tension spring tending to open 
the bellows and also tending by means of 
the link 22 to swing the toe of the valve 9 
downwardly so as to uncover its port 8. 

19 is a tight box mounted on the box 
divided into right- and left-hand compart 
ments by a partition having a port 19" con 
trolled by a flap-valve 20. 21 is a pipe 
which connects the player-action 3 with the 
left-hand compartment of the box 19. 
From the foregoing, it will be seen that 

the player-action 3 is operatively connected 
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26-28 is made between the player-action 
3 and the Suetion reservoir 6. Otherwise. 
the connection is an indirect one by was 

60 

chates the harmony Or accompaniment note 

65 

2. 

with the suction-reservoir 6 via the pipe 21, 
port 19, port 7, expression bellows 7, port 
8 and pipe 10, 

In addition, a by-pass collection between 
the player-action 3 and the suction reser 
voir 6 is provided compri 

partment 2 of valve-box 27: port 2 in 
the horizontal partition 27 of said box, co 
troiled by valve 27 on pouch 27e; over 
compartneit 27 of said box; and R 

leading back to the suction-reservoir 6. The 
drawing show's said polich 27 inflated as 

valve 27 closed on its port. W. 
pouch 27 is exhausted, the valve 27 opens 
and a direct connection is established be 
tween the player-action and the suction 
reservoir 6 via the pipe 26, port 27 and 
pipe 28. it will be understood that wher 
ever this direct connection is made, the ac 
tive striker pneumatics in the player-action. 
3 are exhausted by the direct, suction from 
the reservoir {3, and sound their notes more 
loudly than when said pleumatic C X. 

hausted via, the regulating belows 7. 
The opening of the aioresaid wave 2 

is automatically controlled from music 
sheet perforations 29 registering with a 
tracker-duct. 30 connected by a tube 31 vith 
a pouch 32° in a valve-box 32. This polich 
operates an “inside’ valve 32b working be 
tween all upper port 32° to the atmosphere 
and a lower port 32 connecting with the 
exhaust in the lower compartment 32° of 
the valve-box. 32 is a bleed; and 325 i 
tube connecting the upper comparinent of 
the valve-box. the pouch 27. Froin the 
foregoing it will be seen that when th - 
part of the music-sheet covers the ty 
duct 30, the pouch 32. exhausted 

e Solic 

y: 

32 closed on the exhaust port and Yith 
the atmosphere port, 329 open, thereby ad 
initting at Inosphere to and infa 
polich 27 to close the valve 27 d oil i){}}'t 
27. Vice versa, whenever a ni - - - - 24". Vice versa, whenever a n {{ 
perforation 29 opes the tracker-duct 
the valve 32 in valve-box 32 is lifted and 
connects the exhaust in 329 with the po 
2, thereby deflating it and lowering 
valve 27 froin its port 27b. in short. 
ever and as long as one of the nailsic 
forations 29 register's with the tracker-lue 
30, the described direct by-pass connection 

the expression bellows 7. 
In the illustrated music-sheet, 83 desi 

perforations; and 34 the solo note 
perforations. The perforations 25 Soundi 

are related to the former and in practice 

- ing the follow 
ing:-A pipe 26 leading from the left-hand 
compartment of the box 19; the apper coli 

; 

pipe 28 t? 

if connected with the atmosphere with the 
her said 

of the Solo notes, and the dynamics of 
solo inctes will be coin trolled by the perior:- 
tions 

83 already explained, th: 
belilov's 5 acting on he -valve 9 of the 

pai'atus is sich ti 

1444,832 

will represent 2 milisical 
tation of the old and s 
namics of said ha"In 
Further, said perforatic; its 25 
cally produce said correct in 
collapsing the accordio: eiici's 
extents depending on the number and 
tion of the perforations. As each pe. - a. s. 

tion Oi group of perforations 25 
with &rackei-dicts, the accord 

correspondins 

Stiction i: 
eli 'ndel'sfoot 

he layer 
those ::iii 

2 ), as here 
st a di 
actio}) 

, , - 3.i. 

nection 
Stiction 
located a S5 
solo-i}ote ei'ioratici: {{, , , 
Furthel', the front, ends o' 
fo!'ations; 34 ai'e () , () 
{he accom3 inheit, lose 
p:referably 'etarded: 33d 

t; Fletes will be c. 
M 

2: (e)(i) 
ics of tha accorpa 
trolled by the periora V 

29 independeitiy of the accompani 
in plac 

ei'ates: 23 
ce inserted 
neit by puza 
lee. 'avels : 

e, he described instrument op 
flows:-The insic-roll having 

the operator plays the instru 
the pedals. As the in usic 

3'-b33, the Hall 
lated dynalinics 

C 

100 

05 tailsicial 
i.S.-ce:npiishi; 

is, the operator by 
:33, with Oil, the 

kil), altonatically 

expi'assion sellows . 
Interely traint the G 

exer. an int: 
" 

C3, SS 

'GIG findatinental, hairmony part of 
the on it aaring this expressive 
edition ral and easy for him to 
lim; S. ly with it. As the vol S. 

f 
-- - - 115 

lig () - out, olidor, he pilimps 
ry - ty harder; and when the expression is delicate, 

tini)Sg and so on through all the in 
descr dations in effects. The ap 

y at this constantly provides 120 
ea of Staction in the reservoir 6 for 

he soic notes 34 as compared with 
no expression bellows 7 for playing 

e harmony notes 33, which is neither too 
igh nor too low, but which is a relatively 

or proportionally sufficiently higher suction 
to sound the solo notes 84 eloquently louder 
than the ther Sorinding harmory. The de 

25 

3ribed sheet-perforations 29 by operating 
p. the valve 27 automatically release this suc 30 
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toir 6 so as to ::ffect, the 
it affecting the adjacent 
rrnoy notes 33, 

}}, it is Sul') 
the C: : 12 J J 

S. 

a solo 
n)!}sical composition 

... without the atonatical 
oy is a ride, and with ot, 

; :tilizing it in the production 
; : in raisical operator is on 

if : 

:: i. 3 & 

is lost and inable to render 
i l'arm only with aloquence or 

; ; states, this becomes 
to the same person playing 

rt embodying my invention. 
I prefer the foregoing, the all 
ion of the valve 27d by the 

ions 29 can be dispensed with: 
v (; sa 'ted valve 35 can he 
in Fig. 2 for said valve 27 
tic means for operating it. 

s shown as a Side valve (On 
aped port 36 in the partition 
38 connected between the up 

s love tube 2S. The hand e 

O't 36 can he honentarily opened wide and 
e; closed in ccordance With the occur 
i?e at the tricker-iar of the forward ends 

be respective solo notes 34 recognizable 
railsic-5 by their differentiated ap 

3 O e 

sh Oil he necessary or desirable to 
an electric or power-driven ex 

{{) as in Fig. 2 for the preferred 
exhauster in Fig. 1, then the 

y opened as before described but 
he pened by the operator to varying 

roinotionally to the degree of loud 
cit, which he then hears the harmony 

r attornatically expressed. 
be iderstood that otherwise the 

40 

illustrated in Fig. 2 are the same as 
Fig. 1 and consequently they have 
set forth with the same detail as in 

nate like parts, 
50 

in the dynamics of the solo are automatically 
expressed, leaving it to the operator to ex 
bress the dynamics of the harmony notes in 
accordance with this invention. Also, other 
changes and modifications are doubtless pos 
sible which are nevertheless within the spirit 
of V invention and of the foregoing dis 
closire and the annexed claims, and as such 
covered thereby. 
Whit, claim is :- 
1. In comination with a musical instru 

ment, a music-sheet controlled player action. 
: tracker.lcard, a music-sheet having sets of 

or fortions for the solo and harmony 
parts espectively of a composition, the per 

(if course, a reversal is conceivable where 
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dyanced rela forations of ) i.e. Set 
et and hiatri tively to those 

dynami's-ey 
- 

related to 
- -, -, -, a -- - - is - a 1:3'inion pir, 

riped air ten 
I action, realis opera 
section and 'Octicer 

Conticle said is naillic:-expres 
sign perforations to vary the air tension in 
the action to give intasic-sheat controlled dy 
amics-expressit}} Ec; the notes. O' tie har 
iny part of the composition rich will 

constitute an al-'al glide to the performer 
in the rendition of the solo part of the Com 
osition, said means being operati to 

maintain a substantially less powerfil air 
tension in the action than in the producer, 
and means adapted to connect said producer 
with the player action at the times when the 
solo note perforations reach the tracker 
ca'd to produce in lar the control of the 

performer a relatively higher air tension in 
the action, thereby giving to the notes of the 
Solo art of the composition dynamics-ex 
pression which is distinctively louder than 
that riven to the notes of the harmony part 
by the dynamics-expression perforations of 
the note sheet. 

2. In cornhination with a musical instrl 
ment, a music-sheet controlled player-action 
including a tracker-board: a music-sheet 
having dynamics-expression perforations re 
lated to one of a plurality of musical parts 
represented by music-perforations in said 
sheet; an air-tension inroducer operatively 
connected with said action; means controlled 
from said expression-perforations for vary 
ing the air-tension in the action to sound 
the first-named musical part with music 
sheet controlled dynami's-expression: and 
means controllable by the operator and op 
erable to produce an air tension in the player 
action which is proportionally different froin 
that produced by the aforesaid music-sheet, 
controlled means at the times when the re 
spective music-perforations for said second 
part reach the tracker-board, thereby giv 
ing relatively different dynamics-expression 
to said Second part. 

3. In a musical instrument adapted to be 
played from a music-sheet, the combination 
of a player action controlled by the music 
sheet, music-sheet controlled means for caus 
ing the player action to render one musical 
part of the composition with dynamics-ex 
pression which will constitute an aural guide 
to the performer in the rendition of the 
other musical part of the composition, and 
means controllable by the performer and ca 
pable of giving dynamics-expression to said 
other part of the composition as indicated 
by said aural guide. 

4. In a musical instrument adapted to be 
played from a music-sheet having note nor 
forations for the solo and harmony parts of 

he note : 
of the coin): Sit 
sion prodit: cer 
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as: 

composition and also dynamics-expression 
perforations operatively related to the note 
perforations for one of said parts of the com 
position, the combination of a player action 
controlled by the solo and harmony note per 
forations of the music-sheet, neans con 
trolled by the dynalinics-expression perio'a- 
tions of the music-sheet to give dynamics 
expression to the corresponding part of the 
coin position and to thus produce an aural 
guide for the performer in rendering the 
other part of the composition, and means 
controllabie by the performer and related to 
the note perforations for said other part 
only of the composition for giving, at the 
will of the performer, dynamics-expression 
to said other part of the composition. 

5. in a musical instrument, the coinbine 
tion of a music sheet having Sojo and 
harmony note perforations and dynamics 
expression perforations related to the 
harmony note perforations, a player action 
controlled by the Solo and harmony note 
perforations of the music sheet, means con 
ti'olled by Said dynamics-expression perfora 
tions to give dynamics-expression to the 
harmony part of the composition and thus 
produce an aural guide which will indicate 
to the performer the dynamics-expression to 
be given to the Solo part of the composition, 
and means controllable by the performer and 
reiated to the solo note perforations only 
of the music-sheet for giving, at the will of 
the performer, dynamics-expression to the 
Solo part of the composition, as indicated by 
said auial guide. 

6. In a musical instrument adapted to 
play a music-sheet having Solo and harmony 
note perforations and also dynamics-expres 
sion perforations related to the harmony 
note perforations, the combination of a 
player action, an air-tension producer con 
nected thereto, means controlled by the 
dynamics-expression perforations for regul 
lating the air tension in the player action 

544.4333 

for the playing of the harmony notes and 
to thus render the harmony With dynamics 
expression which constitutes an aurai guide 
to the performer in the rendition of the Solo, 
and means controllable by the performer for 
producing a relatively increased air tension 
in the player action for the playing of the 
Solo notes only, as indicated by said aurai 
guide. 

T. In a musical instrument, the combina 
tion of a music-sheet having note periora 
tions for the solo and harmony notes of a 
composition, the note perforations for the 
respective parts of the composition being 
differently arranged thereon, and also hav 
ing dynamics-expression perforations for 
One of Said parts of the composition, a co 
operative tracker board, a player action con 
trolled by the solo and harmony note per 
forations of the music-sheet, an air-tension 
producer connected to the player action, 
sneans controlled by said dynamics-expres 
sion perforations for regulating the air ten 
sion in the player action, thus expressing 
the dynamics of the part of the composi 
tion corresponding to the note perforations 
to which the dynamics-expression perfora 
tions are related and thereby providing an 
aural guide for the performer to follow in 
the rendition of the other part of the com 
position, and means controllable by the per 
former for producing relatively increased 
air tension in the player action at the times 
when the note perforations for said other 
part Only of the composition, come into reg 
ister with the tracker board, thus giving, at 
the will of the performer, a distinctive 
dynamics-expression to said other part only 
of the composition, as indicated by said aural 
guide. 

in testimony whereof, I have signed my 
name to this specification this 4th day of 
November, 1918. 

JOSEPH HUNTER DICKINSON. 
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